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Background of the research
The report provides fact-based data and analysis on key trends and developments in global outsourcing for the technology industry. The report captures key developments across offshore 
locations leveraged for service delivery, offshore penetration and sourcing mix, global sourcing maturity, and adoption of digital services in the technology industry. Additionally, it presents 
upcoming opportunities, implications, and challenges for service providers and enterprises in the next normal

The scope and methodology of this report includes:
 Key trends for global sourcing in technology industry
 Leading offshore locations leveraged for service delivery
 Offshore penetration and sourcing mix across key functions - these include technology operations, corporate functions (F&A, HR, and procurement), and digital services (analytics, 

automation, cloud, Internet of Things (IoT), cybersecurity, and blockchain)
 Global sourcing maturity across key functions – technology operations, corporate functions, and digital functions
 Adoption of digital services (analytics, automation, cloud, Internet of Things (IoT), cybersecurity, and blockchain) in technology
 Next Normal crisis and challenges

In this research study, we analyze the technology global market landscape and its changing dynamics. We focus on:
 The global sourcing adoption of both GBS centers and third-party service providers by leading technology firms
 Examples of key market participants:

– Technology enterprises – Amazon, Dell, Facebook, Google, HP, Huawei, Intuit, Microsoft, Oracle, Samsung, SAP, and Uber 
– Global service providers supporting technology industry – Accenture, Cognizant, HCL, IBM, Infosys, Tech Mahindra, TCS, and Wipro
– Other specialist service providers supporting technology industry – AnChain.AI, KoreConX, Minsait, and Viking Analytics

Background of the research
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Introduction

 Global Business Services (GBS) organizations have been at the 
forefront of innovation and have evolved to play the role of a 
strategic partner for technology companies. Beyond delivering high 
maturity technology operations, these GBS have started 
developing strong capabilities toward delivering next-generation 
technology services

 Technology enterprises are increasingly investing in digital 
products and platforms to bring next wave of transformation. Digital 
technologies such as Artificial Intelligence / Machine Learning 
(AI/ML), cloud, blockchain, cybersecurity, mobility, and data 
analytics are redefining the overall technology industry landscape

 The COVID-19 pandemic has acted as a catalyst across industries 
and accelerated the adoption of digital initiatives, hence providing 
an opportunity for both technology GBS organizations and service 
providers to establish and deliver higher value-add services
– GBS centers are being increasingly leveraged by technology 

enterprises for product development, digital, and engineering / 
Research and Development (R&D) services

 Enterprises must adopt multi-pronged approach such as reskilling 
of talent, reassessment/upgradation of technology, enhanced 
delivery, optimized operations, and increasing focus on 
stakeholder experience to improve productivity and overcome key 
business challenges 
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This study offers six distinct chapters providing a deep dive into key aspects of technology 
market; below are four charts to illustrate the depth of the report

Key trends for global sourcing in technology Leading offshore locations leveraged by technology firms

Case examples of adoption of next generation technologies Key value-chain process in technology firms

Develop new capabilities to support future business agenda
Technology enterprises are increasingly investing in next-generation 
capabilities to explore business opportunities and become more 
resilient. Their GBS organizations are moving up the value chain to 
support more complex next-generation technologies such as 
advanced analytics, AI/ML, Internet of Things (IoT), edge computing, 
and augmented/virtual reality. There are multiple evidences of 
technology enterprises setting up global innovation centers across 
offshore and nearshore locations.

Empower localization of product portfolio
As consumer needs are changing and demand for localized 
products is increasing, technology companies are utilizing their 
GBS organizations to provide them local expertise. They are not 
just supporting, but in select cases, owning overall execution of 
localization of products. GBS organizations have developed 
capabilities to gain better insights of the regional market. For 
instance, a Japanese consumer electronics company is 
leveraging its GBS organization to localize an AI virtual assistant 
by making it compatible with the regional accent.

Insourcing of corporate functions
While traditionally corporate functions, being non-core 

to the business, have been outsourced to service 
providers, they are now getting insourced and being 
delivered from their GBS organization by technology 

company. For instance, a US- based internet company 
opened a center in Manila, Philippines, to deliver 

procurement services. This is part of its larger strategy 
to insource procurement hubs across locations by 

insourcing them from service providers. 

Strengthen talent strategies
As GBS organizations move up the value chain to support 

delivery of next-generation technologies, they need to 
reimagine their talent strategies. While leading offshore 

locations have access to a large and expanding technology 
talent pool, they have traditionally lagged behind their 

onshore counterparts. To tackle this, they are increasingly 
focusing on revamping their training & development 

programs and building a future-ready workforce.
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Case examples
Post-development support 
and maintenanceTesting and integrationProduct developmentResearch and 

engineeringStrategy and planning

 Business requirement 
analysis

 Core offering ideation 
support

 Configuration 
management & planning

 Guiding policies and 
framework

 Product conceptualization
 R&D strategy support
 Core requirement 

estimation and analysis
 Feasibility assessment
 Concept testing, 

development, and 
validation

 Wireframe model creation
 Prototype development

 Application/platform 
development

 Architecture 
development

 Wireframe development
 Application Programming 

Interface (API)
 UX/UI designing

 Test planning and setup
 Test case development
 Environment testing
 Unit testing
 Bug identification
 Integration map designing
 Product implementation
 System integration testing

 Post sales support 
 Incidence management
 Maintenance and 

service support
 New feature integration

Traditional IT services – IT application development & maintenance, IT infrastructure, and system integration

Digital services – analytics, automation, AI, cloud, IoT, cybersecurity, and blockchain

Corporate functions (finance & accounting (F&A), human resources (HR), procurement (non-core), legal, contact center (CC), and sales & marketing)

Industry-specific processes

Horizontal processes

NOT EXHAUSTIVE
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